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OverviewDiscussions of strategy for “implementing administrative relief”, that is, developinga service delivery system to provide support to DACA and DAPA applicants (as wellas undocumented immigrants who may be eligible for some alternative form ofimmigration benefits) have, inevitably, begun to explore what it takes and howmuch different “service models” will costThe planning tool presented here—the “DAPA/DACA Service Difficulty Index” (D-SDI) –is meant as a contribution to ongoing discussions on these topics.  Our hope isthat use of this tool will help shift discussion from its current focus on average “costper case” toward development of a broad menu of service models and businessplans where more attention is given to who needs what level of service, and whomight be left out if a single “cookie cutter” strategy is adopted.  Specifically webelieve it will be necessary to develop detailed strategic plans which go beyondgeneric reference to “low hanging fruit” vs. “hard-to-serve” applicants and beyond asingle dimension where some clients/cases are considered “simple” and others“complex”.Rather, we believe the key planning questions relate to what types of services areprovided to whom by whom, with what follow-up.  As of September, 2014, only 43%of those potentially eligible for DACA had applied.1 The issues this raises for theservice provider community and foundation funders are – “Why?” and “Whatmodels of service delivery can help more of those who are eligible qualify?”  Theseissues must be carefully considered as we embark on a huge national campaign tohelp the 4-5 million currently undocumented immigrants eligible for DAPA or DACAor some other mode of administrative relief successfully apply.Lower-than-expected rates of application for immigrant benefits are not likely tostem primarily from applicants’ lack of awareness about DACA (and soon, DAPA)and will not be improved by “more outreach”. What will be needed more thanincreased repetition of informational outreach is a contextualized social marketingcampaign and a flexible, accessible service delivery system which provides
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individuals and families with opportunities to make a sound decision to apply or notand successfully follow through on their decisionThe purpose of the D-SDI Index is to help inform development of service deliverynetworks for assistance to potential applicants for deferred action by providing atool to examine the socioeconomic and demographic diversity within any definedservice population in order to project the amount of help and types of help differentsorts of applicants within that population might need to be successful in theirapplication process. The tool is designed to be used at a variety of geographic levels- community, county, regional, state, and the nation-- or to assess the servicedifficulty of any identified population—in this current paper, migrant and seasonalfarmworkers.Since the profile of the undocumented immigrant population in differentcommunities, regions, and states varies, an immediate implication from use of theIndex is that service/implementation costs will differ from one area to another—assome service delivery networks will be serving more very difficult clients thanothers and, in general, “client mix” will vary from one area to another. What ‘mix’ isserved is a function not only of who happens to obtain the information and requestservice (i.e. the potentially eligible individuals and families) but also of theparticular service configuration and marketing strategy adopted by the fundingcommunity and the service provision community.  It is our hope that the use of thisService Difficulty Index will catalyze useful discussion of who is and who is notbeing served and the appropriate strategies for reaching those who may be fallingthrough the cracks. We hope also that discussion of diversity in the servicepopulation will focus attention on a range of authentic outcomes, i.e. success insecuring deferred action status, moving onward and upward in the labor market,and becoming increasingly engaged in community civic life, not simply bean-counting of service-related activities (e.g. # of workshops)The D-SDI can be used for regional and national planning to guide planning anddesign of service networks to assist farmworkers and other rural immigrants, usingNational Agricultural Worker Survey dataset.  With minor modifications it can beused for assessing the challenges inherent in serving any local service population--atthe community (PUMA), state, regional, and national level when used in conjunctionwith the “Democratizing Data” American Community Survey dataset which containsa variable on immigrants’ legal status created by Robert Warren and his colleagueswhich will soon be available from the Center for Migration Studies.
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Description of the DAPA/DACA Service Difficulty Index (D-SDI)The immediate focus of the D-SDI is on expected difficulties to be overcome inserving diverse groups of farmworkers and farmworker spouses, based on theirpersonal characteristics, since we have developed the Index via analysis of thepopulation of undocumented farmworkers in the National Agricultural WorkerSurvey (NAWS) 2009-2010 dataset. 2 This has permitted us to look carefully at thepotential service population’s characteristics in relation to factors which will makeit more difficult (or easier) for undocumented farmworkers to apply for DACA orDAPA.We will refine this planning tool as time goes on and as we learn more fromcollaboration with our grantees about their day-to-day experiences in servingdifferent sub-populations of DACA or DAPA applicants. In particular, as the tool isrefined, we will seek to expand its scope to assess not only the likely difficulty ineffectively serving different kinds of individuals but, also, entire households sincethe most effective service delivery strategies are likely to be those oriented notsimply toward individuals but toward entire households, extended families, andsocial networks (e.g. of neighbors, co-workers, paisanos brought together in ahometown association network-- club de oriundos).3
The Technical Structure of the IndexThe aggregate difficulty of serving an identified service population (in this case, theoverall national population of farmworker heads of household and their spouses) isvisualized as the sum of serving each of the individuals in that population ofpotential DAPA or DACA applicants.4 To be sure, the actual amount of time, energy,organizational resources needed to serve any specific individual may not alignperfectly with their estimated service difficulty because of unobserved individualfactors not included in the model: e.g. convictions for misdemeanors, difficulties insecuring identity documents.  Nonetheless, despite its limitations, the D-SDI canilluminate local, state, and national planning in terms of both potential costs andneeded service focus.The D-SDI rates the service difficulty for any individual prospective DAPA or DACAapplicant on a scale from 0.5 to 7.25 where 0.5 represents the easiest sort ofindividual to help and where 7.25 represents the most difficult-to-serve individual.The index is multi-dimensional—based on assessing the extent to which each ofeight index components contributes to the difficulties faced in assisting them.5
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We constructed the D-SDI looking at a core set of inter-related factors which arelikely to play a role in determining the difficulty of serving a specific DAPA or DACAfarmworker applicant.6 These factors are the following:
 Educational attainment
 English-language ability
 Family economic well-being
 Age at entry into the U.S.
 Time residing in the U.S.
 Previous enrollment in adult education/training course
 Type of US migration—non-migrant, “shuttle”, “follow-the-crop”
 Indigenous origin/genderWe considered several other factors which might also be correlated with servicedifficulty but did not include them—usually because their likely role had alreadybeen accounted for by other factors (i.e. co-variance with already-included factors).7An interesting finding in the course of constructing the D-SDI was that one possiblecorrelate of service difficulty—trips abroad during the year prior to interview—would probably not affect very many applicants since about 97% of undocumentedfarmworker potential applicants had no trips abroad and, of the 3% who had left thecountry, two-thirds of the trips abroad were for 1 month or less, suggesting that itwould be relatively straightforward to demonstrate that the absences were brief,casual, and innocent.8Eventually it might be feasible and desirable to construct an enhanced index whichincludes additional indicators of service difficulty—but, in practical terms, the utilityof the sort of service difficulty index described here stems primarily from the factthat it can serve early on as a framework for visualizing the challenges which willneed to be overcome in effectively helping a wide range of sub-populations amongthe overall undocumented population.

Individual Components of the Multi-Dimensional D-SDI IndexBelow each of the eight component factors included in the composite servicedifficulty index is described briefly.  The shorthand name of each D-SDI componentin parenthesis is the name of the variable used – not of interest to the general reader,but important in the application of the index to an extant dataset. Each of the eightindividual elements which make up the index is assigned a score from 0 (no specificdifficulty posed by this factor for a potential applicant) to 2 (a high degree ofdifficulty in terms of this component for a potential applicant).
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1. Educational Attainment (EDUC)Educational attainment is the best available proxy for a potential applicant’sfunctional literacy and numeracy which are, in turn, important determinants of thedifficulty he or she faces in assembling the documentation required for a DACA orDAPA application.  Numeracy, specifically, plays an important role in a potentialapplicant’s ability to weigh the costs and benefits of applying for deferred action;consequently low levels of literacy within a service population imply higher costs inpersuasive outreach.There is an extensive literature on educational attainment and functional literacy—although we are not aware of sound research that focuses specifically on ability todeal with USCIS paperwork.  However, what we do know from the National AdultLiteracy Survey (NALS) reports, research on census forms completion (Kissam,Nakamoto, and Herrera 1995), and research on Mexican K-12 education (OECD2010; Sawyer 2013), is that the Mexican and Guatemalan migrants from ruralcommunities into U.S. farmwork have had, specifically, little experience in readingand filling out highly-formatted sorts of documents such as USCIS applicationforms.9 Without well-developed numeracy skills they also lack the conceptual tools,for example, needed to reliably assess the benefits they will derive over time (e.g. ina 3-year time frame, or assuming successful renewal, 6, or 9 or more years) fromwork authorization as compared to immediate out-of-pocket expenses for one orseveral family applicants.
Scoring: We assume that applicants who attended 3 or less years of school in theirhome country have virtually no foundation of functional literacy vis-à-vis formscompletion. We entered a 2 as the educational attainment component of the D-SDIfor these minimally-educated individuals. For individuals with 4 to 6 years ofschooling we entered a 1.75, implying that they, too, would have substantialdifficulty but, at least a shaky foundation for confronting paperwork.  Forindividuals with 7 through 9 years of schooling we entered a 1.25, suggesting somedifficulty with forms but less severe than those with less schooling and for personswith 10-11 years of schooling we entered a 0.5 implying residual difficulty (e.g. analmost-adequate foundation for a pro se application for DACA but quite possiblyneed for advice on the exact meaning of one or another not entirely clear forminstruction or specialized legal concept such as “continuous residence”). Individualswith 12 or more years of schooling were assumed to have no educational barrier tofilling out a DAPA or DACA application.To provide a benchmark for our development of the educational attainmentcomponent of the D-SDI we computed the mean educational attainment for DAPA-eligible farmworkers, DACA-potentially eligible (both those who met and those who
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didn’t meet the USCIS educational requirements), and fully DACA-eligible (i.e. thosewho did meet the DACA educational requirements).Mean educational attainment for the DAPA-eligible undocumented farmworkergroup is 6.55 years of schooling, for the DACA eligible-but-for-education, 7.52 years,and for the DACA fully-qualified 12.1 years. It is clear that, for the entire servicepopulation limited education/literacy is a constraint although its impact ondifficulties encountered in serving this population are closely related to individuals’English-language ability also.Actual adult literacy may, of course, vary from predicted functional literacy based oneducational attainment.  However, in the development of the current index webelieve that these deviations are, to some extent, co-variant with English-languagecompetency, attendance in an adult education and/or job training program, andtime in the U.S. and, consequently, deviations should be explained fairly well byinclusion of these other factors in the index.
2. English-language ability (LANGCOMP)English-language ability is not only a proxy for an immigrant’s ability to read, write,and interact verbally with English-speaking individuals, but, also, one indicator ofacculturation.  Thus, it is an important predictor of service difficulty. The NAWS usescategories similar to those in the ACS (American Community Survey) for classifyingrespondents’ English-language ability— speaking English “not at all”, “a little”,“somewhat”,  “well”.  NAWS also asks respondents about their ability to read andwrite English but the responses don’t vary much from the reports of oral Englishability and, in the current context, we believe that oral English ability is morerelevant to the DAPA and DACA application process. Different sub-populations ofimmigrants are more or less fluent in English based on the industry sector and typeof job they work in, how prevalent English is in the local neighborhood orcommunity, as well as personal motivation, prior educational attainment, and otherfactors.
Scoring: We assigned to individuals reporting they spoke English “not at all” or “alittle” a score of 1 on the English-language component of the D-SDI.  Our experienceinterviewing farmworkers over several decades indicates that a self-assessment ofspeaking “a little” English is not very different from “no English” in functional termsvis-à-vis the conversations involved in deciding to apply or not apply for DAPA orDACA, discussing legal issues related to qualification, and overcoming problemsencountered in assembling applications (e.g. communicating with English-speakingclerical personnel to secure school records or documentation of disposition of acourt case). We scored those reporting that they spoke English “somewhat” with a
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0.25 service difficulty factor implying that they would have some, but not huge,difficulties in interacting with English-language service providers and USCISpersonnel.  Those who said they spoke English well were given a score of zero onthis component.Our weighting of English-language ability as a factor in service difficulty reflects thefact that it is, to some extent, co-variant, with other factors included in the D-SDI.There is an extensive literature on second-language acquisition which shows that, ingeneral, immigrants’ English-language acquisition is related to age at arrival, lengthof time in the U.S. and pre-migration level of education, as well as attendance in ESLclasses.  The relevant observation here is that actual English-language acquisitionrequires opportunities for interaction with English-language speakers and suchopportunities are rare in the agricultural workplace and in many neighborhoodswith concentrations of immigrants throughout the U.S.Almost nine out of ten DAPA-eligible farmworkers (88%) speak only a little Englishor no English.  Consequently, English-language limitations are a consistentcomponent of service difficulty for this sub-population.  Slightly more of the DACA-eligible (20%) speak English well but—contrary to popular opinion—the majorityare still limited in English (in part because those who did well in school and speakEnglish well are no longer doing farmwork, even when their family members are).
3. Family Economic Well-Being (FAMINC)Economic well-being is another factor in service difficulty; it is to be expected thatmore consultation, advice, and problem-solving will be required for applicants invery low-income households, especially those which experience periodic spells ofunemployment or underemployment which wipe out household savings. Unlike theACS, the NAWS public dataset does not include a continuous variable with a surveyrespondent’s household’s level of poverty; the relevant variable is, instead, acategorical one (FAMPOV where 1=”under the poverty level”, and 0=”not under thepoverty level”. We computed the “family economic well-being” of a householdheaded by DAPA or DACA potential applicants based on overall family income andbeing in poverty or not.
Scoring: In our construction of the family economic well-being variable as anindicator of service difficulty, we assigned the applicant a difficulty level of 1 if thehousehold was living below the poverty level, a zero if the family income asreported as $30,000 or higher, and a 0.5 for families/households with income wherethey were out of poverty but making less than $30,000 per year. This reflects anassumption that the very poorest of the families would, indeed, experience seriouseconomic difficulties in paying application fees (especially where a family included a
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husband and wife who were both applying for DAPA), that families in betweenwould have some difficulty but could probably manage household finances tomanage fees, and that those making >$30,000 would be able to manage finances tocover application costs fairly easily (at least if they were convinced it wasworthwhile and safe to apply).At the lower end of the economic spectrum, about one-third (34%) of the DAPA-eligible farmworkers live in poverty while about one-eighth (13%) have familyincomes over $30,000 per year.  Therefore, about half (53%) fall in the middlewhere economic pressures are real but manageable to some extent. The sub-population who are eligible only for DACA is slightly less well-off economically. Thisis because they are younger (mean age 23.4 for the DACA-only vs. 32.7 for theDAPA-eligible), have less education, earn lower wages ($8.44/hr. for the DACA-onlyvs. $8.93 for the DAPA-eligible workers), and have generally lived less time in theU.S. than the settled DAPA-eligible sub-population.
4. Age at Entry (ENTRYAGE)Immigrants who arrived in the U.S. as children have usually had an easier pathwayto social and linguistic integration than those who arrived later in life.  They have,for example, usually gone to U.S. schools and, even in cases where instruction wasnot adequate and/or where they dropped out, the school experience was an elementin their social integration into U.S. community life. In particular, in the context ofDACA, it is important to have arrived before the age of 16 because this is a coreeligibility requirement.
Scoring: We assigned to immigrants who had arrived prior to age 16 a zero(difficulty level) on the entry age component of the D-SDI—implying that they arelikely to have some advantages in being prepared to manage the DAPA or DACAapplication process as compared to those who arrived when they were older.We assigned those who arrived at age 16-28 a 0.25 score on the age-at-arrivalcomponent, implying that, whatever length of time they had been in the U.S., theprocess of social integration had probably been more difficult for them.  Inparticular, we know that the farmworkers who arrived at the age of 16-18 are likelyto have gone straight to work in the fields and not to have attended school in the U.S.We assigned to applicants who are somewhat older-- 29+ years of age-- a 0.5 score.In this context, it is useful to note that the overwhelming majority of applicants are45 years old or less because most in the older cohort of immigrant farmworkersadjusted their status under IRCA.10
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5. Time Residing in the U.S. (TIMEINUS)In general, immigrants who have resided longer in the U.S. are likely to have aneasier time applying for DAPA or DACA than those with less time here. Even thosewho are less socially-integrated have usually had at least some experiencenavigating interactions with U.S. bureaucracies. Time in the U.S. is, to some degree,co-variant with English-speaking ability and, therefore, its relationship to servicedifficulty is partially accounted for by that factor. We believe time in the US goesbeyond language ability as a correlate of an applicant’s understanding of how the USworks. However, we also assume that there may be a slightly increased probabilityof having a misdemeanor arrest with increased length of residence in the U.S.  So wemake less adjustment for length of time in the U.S. than we might have otherwise.
Scoring: Since persons who have resided in the U.S. less than 5 years are not eligiblefor DACA or DAPA we make no adjustment for recency of arrival for theseundocumented individuals (although they are, indeed, less likely to know the “rulesof the game” here in the U.S. and are, indeed, less likely to be able to interactadequately with paperwork bureaucracy).  We project a modest burden of servicedifficulty due to recency for those who have lived in the U.S. for 5-10 years—andassign them a score of 0.25 in the SDI residency component.  We score immigrantswho have resided in the U.S. 10+ years at zero—implying that beyond this pointtheir actual length of residence has no clear-cut effect on the difficulty of assistingthem.
6. Previous enrollment in adult education/training course (CLASS)Mainstream educational attainment—either in a home country or U.S. educationalsystem does not fully reflect an individual’s educational attainment—since they mayhave attended an adult education class or training course.Adult education program attendance, separate from the specific skills a learner maygain, provides useful practical experience in interacting within an organizationalframework, filling out forms, organizing information into a standardized format,following essentially bureaucratic procedures which may assist immigrants inconfronting the DAPA or DACA application process.
Scoring: We assigned to undocumented farmworkers who had not attended an adulteducation class or training program a service difficulty component score of 1 andassigned to those who had attended a class a score of zero (difficulty).The sorts of class attendance incorporated into this component include: ESL, literacy,adult basic education, job training, GED, and university course.11 We did not attempt
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to assess the extent to which one sort of class or another might have helped preparean immigrant for the DAPA or DACA application process—since the evidence fromadult education reporting systems and evaluations suggests that most low-literateimmigrants such as farmworkers progress quite slowly in ESL or ABE classes andoften dropout before making significant progress.  While going to a universitycourse might appear to provide significant advantages to those who enrolled in one,it is not clear how much “value added” was involved (since the typical universitystudent usually has a GED or high school education already and since reports ofundocumented farmworker youth transitioning into community college suggeststhat success in this context is difficult).Slightly more than one-fifth (22%) of the DAPA-eligible population had, at somepoint during their time in the U.S. gone to some sort of adult learning program class.
7. Type of US migration—non-migrant, “shuttle”, “follow-the-crop” (MIGDIFF)The NAWS dataset includes a variable (MIGTYPE) which is very useful in the currentcontext, as it classifies respondents as being settled non-migrants, “shuttle”migrants (who travel from their home base to a specific distant destination to dofarmwork) and “follow the crop” migrants (who go from one crop-task to another).
Scoring: We assume that mobility is associated with difficulties in securing some ofthe sorts of evidence required in either the DAPA or DACA process—be it evidenceof continuous residence, school records, or court records on arrests or convictions.Therefore, we assign to settled farmworkers a zero (difficulty) on this component, a0.25 to shuttle migrants (since their travels are less extensive and theirliving/working arrangements in their destination more stable, and a 0.5 to “followthe crop” migrants. It deserves note that being a “follow the crop” migrant inparticular implies some degree of economic/social marginality which may makeeffective service delivery especially difficult for these migrants.Slightly more than two-thirds (68%) of the DAPA-eligible farmworkers are settlednon-migrants.  One quarter (25%) are follow-the-crop migrants and the remaining7% are shuttle migrants. Fewer workers (60%) of the sub-population who arealmost eligible for DACA and who don’t currently meet the educationalrequirements are settled and relatively more of them (17%) are shuttle migrants.
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8. Indigenous origin/gender (INDIGENOUS2)Indigenous-origin immigrants from Mexico or Guatemala make up about 16% of thefarm labor force in the U.S.  They are generally somewhat marginalized in terms ofliving and working arrangements in the U.S. communities where they settle(although this varies substantially depending on how well-established their villagemigration network is in a particular U.S. community).12 Many are limited in Spanishas well as English.  Many have reported greater than average difficulty in securingidentity documents such as birth or marriage certificates from their hometowns.13We assume this constellation of social circumstances makes it more difficult to servethem in the context of DAPA or DACA assistance.
Scoring: Although it is often said that indigenous migrants don’t speak Spanish, thereality is that many speak some Spanish—since it is the lingua franca for a widerange of transaction in their home countries.  At the same time, although they speaksome Spanish, many indigenous migrants have limited Spanish vocabulary andimperfect comprehension of discussions which go beyond ordinary, routine day-to-day topics. Consequently they experience a greater likelihood of misunderstandingcommunications (instructions, advice, explanations) even when they have somefacility in Spanish.  Generally, however, it is the women from indigenous villageswho have less opportunities to interact with Spanish-speakers than men, so wepresume that their Spanish-speaking ability is generally still more limited thanmen’s; as is their English ability and their knowledge/ability to navigate the worldoutside of farmwork. Therefore we assign to individuals who are indigenouswomen a service difficulty factor of 1 and to indigenous men a factor of 0.25.The DAPA-eligible population has the same proportion of undocumentedfarmworkers of indigenous origin as the overall population (16%) but thepopulation almost eligible for DACA except for education has a slightly higherproportion of indigenous-origin individuals (18%).
Analytic Results from Use of the D-SDI: Distribution of Undocumented
Farmworker Population by Expected Service DifficultyApplying the service difficulty index to the overall population of undocumentedfarmworkers provides a profile of the range of difficulties service providers willencounter in serving potentially DAPA and DACA eligible farmworkers.In Figure 1 we show the actual distribution of service difficulty and, as reference, anormal distribution around the mean service difficulty for all farmworkers.
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Figure 1

We can see in Figure 1 that actual service difficulty clusters within a subset of thepopulation (i.e. those with D-SDI scores from 3.0 through 4.75), and that the mostdifficult and easiest (according to the Index), are relatively few. As can be seen in thefigure above, the actual distribution of service difficulty for the overall servicepopulation is slightly asymmetrical with a wider range of service difficulty amongthose who are easier to serve than the average undocumented farmworker) than tothe right (i.e. those who are harder to serve).There are not simply “easy” or “difficult” cases and “average” cases.  There isactually a continuum of service difficulty which approximates but deviates slightlyfrom a normal distribution.  At the same time, since overall service difficulty ismulti-dimensional, because it stems from diverse factors—e.g. language, education,ethnicity, migrancy, age at arrival, length of time in the U.S.—considering eachindividual component of the index is also desirable as part of a systematic effort todesign a service delivery system which is optimized to respond to the distinctiveneeds of prospective clients in a given service area or service population.  A “onesize fits all” model will not be optimal and the cost-per-case (i.e. in time, energy,number of service encounters) will need to vary substantially from client to client.
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Interpreting D-SDI ScoresSince the D-SDI index reflects eight different factors which determine, in part, theservice difficulty for different sorts of clients and service populations, manyconstellations of factors enter into the composite D-SDI score for an individual orthe mean for a sub-population.For example, a settled farmworker applicant for DAPA who has an 8th gradeeducation, who came to the U.S. at the age of 21, has lived in the U.S. for 18 years,and who speaks “some” English, who is married and has two children, makes$24,000 per year would have a service difficulty score of 2.25, predicting that hewould be substantially easier to serve than most.In contrast a settled farmworker of indigenous-origin applying for DAPA, whoattended only 2 years of school, who separated from her children’s father andsupporting them herself on an income of $18,000 per year, who speaks “a little”English, and who came to the U.S.  8 years ago at the age of 23, would have a servicedifficulty score of 5.5, indicating that she would be substantially harder to servethan most.
Differences in Service Difficulty for Different Sub-Groups Based on Eligibility
for DAPA or DACAThere are notable differences in expected difficulty of service for different sub-groups as categorized by eligibility for DAPA or DACA. Figure 2 shows the meandifficulty of serving the farmworkers who we would expect to apply under each ofthe different avenues for qualifying for deferred action.
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Strategic planning needs to take into account both the mean service difficulty ofeach of these groups and the relative size of each group.14As can be seen in Figure 2 above, the DAPA-eligible population is a moderatelydifficult sub-group to serve. Most have several characteristics which contribute todifficulty in serving them—most obviously limited English and limited educationbut, also, economic hardship. However, the DAPA-eligible are a crucial group toserve effectively because they make up more than four-fifths (82%) of the overallfarmworker population eligible for deferred action. 15The easiest to serve sub-population are the youth and young adults who are fullyDACA-eligible (to the far right of the figure). In part this is due to the fact that sincethey came to the U.S. before the age of 16 and actually completed high school or aGED, they mostly speak English fairly well and have at least a modest level ofliteracy. However, they are also the smallest of all the eligibility sub-groups, only16% of those who are potentially DACA-eligible and make up only 4% of the entirepopulation eligible for deferred action.

Eligible forDAPA Eligible forDACA (w/ orw/out educ) Populationeligible forboth DAPAand DACA(overlap)
Populationeligible onlyfor DACA butwho lackeducationalqualifications

Populationfully eligiblefor DACA(meeteducationalcriteria)

Mean= 3.7

Mean=
4.1

Mean=
3.2

Mean=
5.4

Mean=
1.1

Figure 2
Mean Service Difficulty Index for Different
Eligibility Groups of Undocumented FW's
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In contrast, the most difficult to serve group of applicants are the DACA-eligible-but-for-education who are not eligible for DAPA, despite coming to the U.S. as youngteenagers or as children.  They did not finish school (and some of the older teenagearrivals never dropped in to school in the U.S.).  They are, typically, more sociallymarginalized in that they do not have U.S.-born children, less literate. They are lesslikely to speak English and more likely to be migrant workers and earn less than thelong-term settlers who are eligible for DAPA. They make up more than half (52%)of the potentially DACA-eligible population and about 16% of the overall populationeligible for deferred action. A strategic planning concern is that because they aremore difficult to serve they may be left out in the cold.
Implications of the Distribution of Undocumented Farmworkers by Program
EligibilityWhen we reflect on the strategic implications of these variations in size of each ofthese groups, along with the typical service difficulty for each, some key pointsstand out:

 The largest eligibility sub-group (the four out of five who are eligible forDAPA) are relatively difficult to serve (D-SDI mean score of 3.7) but cannotbe ignored because there are so many.
 The second largest eligibility group (the one out of six who is potentiallyeligible only for DACA but who doesn’t meet USCIS education criteria) arevery difficult to serve (D-SDI mean score of 5.4). They need the most help butcannot be helped without addressing the systemic issues which make it hardfor them to enroll in adult learning programs.
 The fully DACA-qualified are by far the easiest sub-group to serve (D-SDImean score of 1.1) but they are, also, a very small group.We frequently hear reference to ‘low hanging fruit’ and ‘higher hanging fruit’.  Whatthe current analysis means in relation to the strategic option of “focusing on thelow-hanging fruit” is that while such a strategy might be attractive as a gambit todeliver cost-effective service, it will ultimately fail, because there are very few low-hanging fruit.  A farmworker-oriented service delivery system to help those eligiblefor deferred action must, inevitably, configure its service model to serve the verylarge group of DAPA eligible who are moderately difficult to serve.
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At the same time, service networks which are committed to providing equitablesupport to all potentially eligible undocumented farmworkers who seek to securelawful presence via deferred action will, inevitably, need to make provisions toserve the substantial minority of DACA-eligible-but-for-education whose onlypathway forward is apply via DACA (i.e. because they are not the parent of a citizenor LPR son or daughter).  These are the ‘higher hanging fruit,’ the hardest-to-servegroup. It includes both more recent and more long-term farmworkers who would beable to qualify under DACA if they met the educational requirements.Serving this group will be challenging, but unless there is a commitment to designservices which are responsive to their needs, realizing the full potential of PresidentObama’s executive action will not be possible.
Different Levels of Service Difficulty within Each Sub-Group of Farmworkers
Eligible for ReliefAlthough different sub-groups of potential DAPA and DACA applicants havecharacteristic levels of service difficulty, there is also substantial variation withineach of these groups.  To explore this we analyzed the distribution service difficultywithin the overall population and within different sub-groups and sub-populationsof undocumented farmworkers by categorizing ranges of service difficulty into fourquartiles:

 much easier to serve than the average (D-SDI 0.5 through 2.2)
 slightly easier to serve than the average (D-SDI 2.3 through 3.5)
 slightly harder to serve than the average (D-SDI 3.6-4.2)
 much harder to serve than the average (D-SDI 4.3-7.2)We have summarized the different broad ranges of service difficulty for the sub-groups of potential applicants in the table below.
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Summary: Categories of Service Difficulty

Variation within and between Sub-groups
of DACA and DAPA eligibility<---- Based on the Service Difficulty Index---% of this group who are likely to be:

DACA-eligible sub-groups Much
easier

Slightly
easier

Slightly
harder

Much
harder

TotalAll potentially DACA-eligible (boththose who do and don’t haveeducation) 16% 20% 15% 49% 100%
Potentially eligible only for DACA, notDAPA, and who also lack educationalrequirements. 0% 2% 14% 84% 100%
Fully-eligible for DACA (meeteducation requirements) 100% 0% 0% 0% 100%
DAPA-eligible sub-groups Much

easier
Slightly
easier

Slightly
harder

Much
harder

TotalAll who are eligible for DAPA 12% 27% 38% 23% 100%Eligible for both DAPA and potentiallyeligible for DACA 13% 52% 21% 13% 100%
As noted previously, it is important to keep in mind that there is a significantoverlap between those who are DAPA-eligible and those who are DACA-eligible andthat each of these sub-groups differs in size. In considering the implications ofvarying levels of service difficulty for each sub-group classified by eligibility, it isuseful to take into account the relative size of each sub-group.
ConclusionOur intent in developing the deferred action service difficulty index presented here(the D-SDI) has been to contribute to the ongoing discussion among immigrantadvocates, service providers, and funders about the types of service and service-funding strategies which will be most efficient and effective both in supportingundocumented immigrants in pursuing the benefits available to them throughadministrative relief.We have developed the service index based on an analysis of national survey dataon a large (approximately 730,000) but distinct sub-group among the overallpopulation of immigrants eligible for deferred action, i.e. farmworkers and theirspouses.16 Nonetheless, this sort of analysis is immediately relevant to planning forall sub-populations of undocumented immigrants and can be readily adapted to thedata elements available in the Center for Migration Studies special-use version of
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the American Community Survey. A similar analysis might also be possible using theSurvey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP) which the Migration PolicyInstitute has identified as a valuable source of data for analyses of theundocumented immigrant population or their own version of the ACS dataset.It is clear that some individuals in each of the applicant sub-groups may be able tonavigate the paperwork and requirements and apply on their own.  There obviouslyare others who only will need a little assistance – perhaps a bit of advice andclarification which can be provided in a single orientation workshop and follow-upwith a legal review of their application packages. However, most will need a gooddeal more coaching and direct help, based on their individual circumstances, andeven the possibility that they may self-select out of the process, because they are noteligible at all.The recurring question is – “Why assist those who are harder to serve, if it requiressubstantially more resources?” We have undertaken the analysis presented here inthe hope of providing some answers to this question. We are certainly sensitive tothe issues of ‘available resources’, and ‘helping as many people as possible with alight touch,’ and then going on to the harder to serve.  However, we think the issuerequires a more nuanced review than it has received to date, and that it does notneed to resolve into a ‘zero-sum’ perspective.The first element to consider in answering this question is that it is not viable toignore those “in the middle”, who need more than a single orientation andapplication completion session. There’s too many of them to ignore. Serving themmay, in fact, not require that many more resources, if the interventions are designedthoughtfully and implemented flexibly so as to respond to each applicant’s actualneeds.The second consideration is that, given the factors which enter into the applicantpopulation’s need for assistance, the sort of services that must be provided need notbe visualized as consisting entirely of “legal services” which are expensive toprovide. The emerging discussion about staffing service delivery systems seemsvery promising in its focus a good deal of service assistance actually being met by“community navigators”, volunteers and paraprofessional staff drawn from theimmigrant service population itself who, with sound training on the key legal issuesinvolved in DAPA and DACA applications and screening for alternative remedies,coupled with solid legal support for advice and review of final applications canprovide the bulk of the services needed.Such a service model, which recognizes the need for ongoing interaction with clientsas they seek to assemble the documentation required for DAPA and DACA, as they
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hit “bumps in the road” in following through with all the required steps, should befavored, we believe. It is likely to be the best-suited for meeting the challenge ofresponding to the support needs of millions of undocumented immigrants who mayapply for DAPA or DACA. Coaching is key – not just related to legal service issues,but also related to the range of factors needed to complete and submit a deferredaction application successfully, and foster the individual’s/family’s integration intothe communityThis sort of community-based coaching and case management can, when well-designed, be both effective and cost-effective. The importance of stressingeffectiveness (i.e. a menu of services configured to respond to the client population’sactual service needs more than efforts to minimize costs), is that there are morestrategic risks associated with high rates of failure as a result of inadequate orinappropriate interventions which arise from cost containment efforts than fromadopting “richer” models of intervention.Without a well-designed service delivery model which incorporates coaching/casemanagement, it is entirely conceivable that non-application and failure rates couldreach 30-40% while, if there were to be a focus on designing an service deliverysystem where the priority is effectiveness rather than one where cost/encounter isminimized, the configuration might only increase the cost/encounter by 10-20%.17Although our analysis serves to provide a composite service difficulty index whichtakes into account each of the multiple barriers applicants may face in submittingsuccessful DAPA or DACA packages, we would urge service planners to also givecareful consideration to the specific factors faced by the service population theyseek to assist.  In some populations, limited-English may be more of a barrier toapplicants than the cost of application.  In other populations, English-languageability may not be a barrier but limited literacy may be. The central considerationwill always need to be how best to configure the kinds of help made available tocustomer “demand” and need.The distribution of service difficulty in the farmworker population indicates thatrobust implementation will require an overall strategic framework whichanticipates and provides different “tiers of service” for different sub-populations ofclients.  The utility of the service difficulty index as a planning tool stems from thefact that makes it possible to estimate how many prospective applicants will need tohave access to each tier of serviceUltimately, given the new avenues to lawful presence opened up by PresidentObama’s announcement of executive action, it is clear that the optimal servicestrategy will be a family-oriented one—since there are many potential efficiencies in
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screening each household to determine which family member will best qualify forwhich remedy, determining which approaches make the most sense in terms ofmanaging the information-related tasks involved in applying and covering the costof multiple applications in a household.Here too, what will be required is not simply summary skeletal “strategic” modelsbut, rather, full-fledged operational models which will, inevitably, entail somemeasure of case management. “Outreach” and orientation via information sheetswith “canned” information will serve little purpose.  Outreach will need to engagewith families from the very first encounter in assessing the challenges they face inapplying, reflecting on how and when to go forward with application(s), andsubsequently providing easy access to advice and assistance as needed.Service planning which looks carefully at prospective applicants’ and applicants’households’ needs for assistance, based on understanding the ways in which theirindividual personal and socioeconomic characteristics affect their need forassistance holds out the promise of providing a solid foundation for “jumpstarting”the process of integrating DAPA and DACA recipients into the mainstream of U.S.society.Detailed consideration of individuals’ and families’ educational, language, economiccircumstances, early on in the process of developing service networks for DAPA andDACA applicants will greatly facilitate subsequent efforts to help them move beyondwork authorization and freedom from fear of deportation onward into upwardmobility in the labor market, improved access to health care, and increasing levels ofcivic participation. Without a commitment to moving undocumented immigrantsbeyond the first step of “getting their papers in order”, the full promise of executiveaction will remain unfulfilled.
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End Notes

1 The USCIS report on DACA at the end of FY 2014 shows that 702,000 applicationshad been received. Migration Policy Institute estimates that there were about1,626,000 immigrant youth and young adults potentially eligible (including the426,000 who were qualified based on age, age of arrival, and residence, but who lacka high school degree or GED and who need to enroll in an adult education or trainingcourse to qualify).  Thus, the effective application rate was 43%.  Unless DACAstrategy includes special efforts to help the sub-group who are DACA-eligible-but-for education, the maximum application rate would be 74% since 26% fall into thissub-group.
2 We reviewed 2,139 records of NAWS respondents who are undocumented whowere interviewed during FY 09-10.
3 Analysis of the NAWS data shows that the population of DACA and DAPA eligiblefarmworkers includes quite dense clusters of immigrants from some Mexicanstates—most notably Michoacan and Oaxaca (as might be expected) but also statessuch as Guerrero. The existence of these clusters suggest that outreach and servicestrategies designed to engage extended family and village networks, perhaps via
federaciones and hometown associations, will be particularly effective.
4 Our visualization of “service difficulty” refers both to difficulty of outreach (socialmarketing) to a sub-population with specific profiles (e.g. low-literate, indigenous,migrant farmworkers) and actual provision of the menu of individualized servicesrequired to effectively assist them in successfully applying for and being granteddeferred action (e.g. including assistance with follow-up requests for evidence fromUSCIS as necessary, resolution of issues as to whether an educational providerqualifies as being of “demonstrated effectiveness”, resolving issues related todemonstration of continuous residence).
5 Each of the components of the service difficulty index is a prima facie correlate ofservice difficulty. Consequently, when examining the real-world population ofundocumented potentially eligible farmworkers there is more variation in somedimensions (e.g. educational attainment) than in others (e.g. English-languageability).
6 Some of these factors (indigenous origin, type of migration within the U.S., adulteducation/job training classes attended in the past) are unique to the NAWS datasetand of special importance in assessing the expected difficulty of servingfarmworkers but the rest are available as part of the ACS core dataset.  We
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encourage modification and refinement of the D-SDI as time permits and if/whenservice data becomes available to validate and/or modify our assumptions about thecorrelates of service difficulty.
7 The objective in constructing any index or model is to predict as simply as possiblean unobserved characteristic (service difficulty) based on observed characteristicsfor an identified population (using variables available in a pre-existing dataset suchas the ACS or NAWS). For example, it is for this reason the current model omits the“time abroad” factor which is genuinely related to service difficulty—because it onlyaffects the difficulty of a very small group.
8 The overall prevalence of trips abroad during the entire 5 years prior toapplication is, of course, likely to be higher than the 1-year rate.  However, it wouldseem that the profile of trips, i.e. mostly short ones, would be similar. Moreover,given the cost of border-crossing on return to the U.S. it is unlikely that many of thesettled DAPA and DACA eligible farmworkers could actually afford to go home
9 Adam Sawyer and Bryant Jensen have done extensive research over more than adecade on educational outcomes in Mexico, including research on differences inurban and rural student outcomes (with almost all Mexican immigrant farmworkersbeing from rural migrant-sending villages). The National Adult Literacy Survey(NALS) is particularly useful as a benchmark for assessing literacy in relation tointeractions with bureaucracies in that the Educational Testing Service’s assessmentof literacy is anchored to three broad domains—prose literacy, document literacy,and quantitative literacy and generates broad “bands” of literacy referred to asLevels 1-4.  The domain of document literacy specifically includes skills related tounderstanding and completing forms. The NALS sample included foreign-bornrespondents and has detailed documentation of literacy instrumentation.  See IrwinS. Kirsch and Ann Jungeblut, “Profiling the Literacy Proficiencies of the JTPA andES/UI Population”, Educational Testing Service, 1992 for the most thorough analysisof the competencies of less-educated sub-populations. Insights on educationalattainment and census forms completion are from Edward Kissam, Enrique Herrera,and Jorge Nakamoto, “Hispanic Response to Census Enumeration: Forms andProcedures”, Aguirre International Report to the Census Bureau, 1992.
10 About 6% of the DAPA-eligible undocumented farmworkers are over 45 years ofage.  This population includes some who were unable to legalize under IRCA for onereason or another but also some who arrived in the U.S. in their 30’s but still at ayoung-enough age to have a U.S.-born child.  The older almost-DACA-eligible but foreducation undocumented farmworkers are mostly eligible for DAPA also.  Therelatively low prevalence of DAPA and DACA-eligible current farmworkers is also
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likely to reflect the fact that some have already been forced to leave farmwork forhealth reasons or have managed to move into non-agricultural employment.Consequently, the overall population of rural immigrants is likely to have a higherproportion of older applicants than the farm labor force per se.
11 These are the types of adult education and training courses distinguished inresponses to NAWS question B07.  We have not reviewed SIPP, the Survey ofIncome and Program Participation, but we believe it uses a more detailedclassification of program participation.
12 We have, for several decades, observed the implications of belonging to aparticular village migration network which is dominant in the local community ornot.  These village networks play a major role in assisting newcomers in settling into local communities and these forms of mutual support continue on for decades.Inevitably, immigrants who do not belong to the dominant migration network in alocal community typically experience some disadvantages in access to informationwhich circulates within these informal social networks and in getting help with arange of needs.  We believe these differences are likely to extend into the realm ofDACA and DAPA applications.  Being from Rancho Xoconotle, Guanajuato is veryuseful if one is a farmworker in Arvin, CA but not so helpful if one is in Watsonville,CA where there are so many migrants from Zamora, Michoacan. For detailedanalysis, see: Ed Kissam, David Runsten, Jo Ann Intili, “ Networks and farm labordynamics in Parlier, California”. In Proceedings of the Agricultural Labor Research
Symposium. Sacramento, CA: EDD, State of California, 1991. See also Ed Kissam,“ Migration networks and processes of community transformation: Arvin, Californiaand Woodburn, Oregon”, Journal of Latino and Latin American Studies, 2007.
13 Karen Asencio, The Under-Registration of Births in Mexico: Consequences for
Children, Adults , and Migrants, Migration Policy Institute (April 12, 2012) availableat: http://www.migrationpolicy.org/article/under-registration- births-mexico-consequences-children-adults-and-migrants
14 Based on the 2009-2010 NAWS sample where 1,086 cases can be identified aseligible for deferred action under some program, with 905 eligible under DAPA, and286 potentially eligible (those current meeting the education requirements andthose who might potentially qualify if they could enroll in an adult learningprogram).  Of the DAPA-eligible, 800 could qualify only under DAPA, while 105 areeligible both for DAPA and potentially for DACA.  Another 148 only qualify underDACA (if they can meet the education requirements) and 45 qualify only for DACAand are fully-qualified since they meet the educational requirements as well as ageat arrival and length of time in the U.S.
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15 However, it should be noted, in this context that there is some overlap betweenthe DAPA-eligible and potentially DACA-eligible groups of undocumentedfarmworkers.  The “dual-eligible” (who potentially qualify or both DAPA and DACA)make up more than one-third (37%) of the overall DACA-eligible population, and10% of the overall population eligible for deferred action (either DAPA or DACA).
16 As noted previously in our analysis, in developing the D-SDI we have focused onfarmworkers’ and their spouses’ ability to apply for DAPA or DACA.  The discussionhere has not yet included analysis of the population of farmworker dependents whoare eligible for DACA (because the NAWS public use dataset makes this analysissomewhat more difficult technically).  This does not mean that we discount the needfor outreach to families who have DACA-eligible children (i.e. the “pipeline” offuture-eligible DACA potential applicants).  It is an important strand in the strategy.We also have not yet incorporated attention to the service difficulties which will befaced by the undocumented immediate relatives of U.S. citizens and LPR’s whomight benefit from the waiver of the 10-year bar.  We will address this when theregulations for the program are published in mid-2015.
17 Charles Kamasaki’s analysis of implementation of IRCA and other programsoffering immigration benefits to undocumented immigrants makes an importantcontribution to planning since he explicitly addresses the need to focus on relevantoutcomes, namely success rates not just application rates and factors that intooverall cost estimates for overall implementation of application assistance. The D-SDI can be used within this over-arching planning framework as a tool to estimatethe average cost/client for different sub-populations of applicants based on coststypical each “tier” of service (e.g. based on number of client encounters likely to berequired for a typical client in an “moderately difficult” tier of service vs. a“moderately easy to serve” tier).


